Carriage in Context

Let’s look at the picture of
shipping as a whole ….

Trades, Cargoes & The State
Early protectionism
Navigation Laws – 15thC
to 1847
– Fish on Fridays
– Bordeaux in English
bottoms
– Exports to Asia, Africa &
The Americas in English
ships
– Carriage between British
possessions
– Cabotage

Collapse of English shipping in
early 1800’s
Ricardo The Anatomy of the
Navigation Laws [1847]
– Parliamentary committee to save
‘all those who sought to live by
shipping from utter ruin’

Carriage by sea stultified by
legislative protectionism
Switch to US vessels for English
imports
– balance of trade swinging
– More America > English trade

Shipping is about cargo …

1835 – Peruvian guano tested in
England by Humboldt
Backing from Liverpool financiers
Mass exodus of ships to Peru,
Brazil and later

What pulled shipping
out of the shyte?

– Ichaboe Island
– “The surface of this island is
covered with birds’ manure to a
depth of 25 ft”
[Benjamin Morrel, 1828]
– By Jan 1845, 450 ships with 6 000
men digging for guano

“The penguins of Brazil did more for the shipping of England than all
the Navigation laws ever did. The statutes could not find work for
shipping – the penguins did”
Ricardo, 1847

Carriage Documents

CARGO
–
–
–
–

Booking Note
Mate’s Receipt
Bill of Lading
Non-negotiable
receipt/Waybill

Hague (Visby) Rules
Hamburg Rules
– (Rotterdam Rules)

SHIP
–
–
–
–
–

Demise / bareboat charterparty
Time Charterparty
Voyage Charterparty
one-voyage Time Charterparty
Special charterparties
tow hire
rig hire

Carriage of Goods by Sea –
Dramatis Personae
Shipowner (as registered legal owner)
charters to:
Demise charterer
charters (as disponent owner) to:
Time charterer
charters (as disponent owner) to:
Sub-time charterer
sub-charters (as disponent owner) to:
Voyage charterer
One or more of whom is the Carrier who issues a bill of
lading (“b/l”) to a Shipper who may indorse to an
indorsee who becomes holder of the b/l and is entitled to
delivery as Receiver/consignee

The Pendulum of Liability The common carrier
Initially swung against the shipper as
owner of the cargo:
Common carrier was king
– locatio fault or depositum fraud required
but seaworthiness absolute
– very difficult for cargo to prove

Then came the Praetor’s Edict

Common Carriers ~
The Praetor’s Edict
Praetor’s Edict [Dig iv.9]
“Nautae Caupones Stabularii ut Recepta restituant”
– “I will grant an action against shipmasters (nautae)
if they fail to restore to any person any property of
which they have undertaken the safekeeping”
– Liability independent of fault
– Exceptions:
unavoidable mishap (damnum fatale)
vis maior
cf. Exceptions at common law

Modern Exceptions at common law
Acts of God
Inevitable accident
Inherent Vice
Defective packaging
(Later English Law) Queens Enemies

The Pendulum of Liability ~
swings in favour of shipper, but …

Praetor’s Edict Nautae Caupones
– ‘absolute’ liability - carriers ‘guaranteed’
seaworthiness and no fault need be proved
against the carrier
– cf. Unavoidable mishap exception
– BUT …

Common carriers free to contract out

The pendulum swings ...
Properly favour of the shipper
Harter Act 1893 in the USA
– stopped contracting out as illegal
Carrier thus bound by the Harter Act

– trade-offs given by the carrier
Absolute seaworthiness replaced by due diligence
Exculpations absolving carrier from all liability

Hague (Visby) Rules, 1924
Hamburg Rules, 1992
Rotterdam Rules

Why Visby?

The 3.5 km-long walls of the ancient
town of Visby on the island of Gotland
in the Baltic, probably Sweden's most
photographed historic site.

Hague Visby Rules –
Low-watermark of liability
May not contract out
– Any clause lessening liability null and void
Art III(8)

But may contract increased responsibilities
and liabilities or surrender rights
– Art V

Hague Visby Rules
Carrier’s prime obligation
“First Base” Obligation
– before and at the beginning of the voyage
– exercise due diligence to
make the ship seaworthy
man, equip & supply the ship
make the holds etc fit and safe for cargo’s:
– Reception

– carriage &
– preservation

– right to limit liability remains, unless reckless and with
knowledge that damage will result
Art IV Rule 5

Hague Visby Rules
Carrier’s secondary obligation
“Second Base” obligation
subject to Article IV (ie preserving co-causative
exclusions)
from loading to discharge,
properly and carefully:
LOAD, HANDLE, STOW, CARRY, KEEP, CARE FOR, &
DISCHARGE the cargo

– Right to limit remains, unless with intent or reckless and
with knowledge that damage will result
Art IV Rule 5

Art III Rule 2

Properly & carefully carry … ?

Hague-Visby Rules - When do they apply?

From the time when the goods are loaded on to the
time they are discharged from the ship
– ie while inside the rail

But
– Parties may extend beyond the rail
Art VII “carriage of goods by sea in ships …”

Hague-Visby Rules - Where do they apply?
Application by geography
Carriage of goods by sea in ships
where the port of shipment is in a state party,
whether or not between two contracting states
Land leg excluded
– Art 1(b) & (e) and Art II
– BUT may be extended by agreement per Art VII
‘insofar as such document relates to the carriage of goods
by sea’

Hague-Visby Rules - What cargo do they
apply to?
Any goods except live animals & deck cargo stated
as carried as deck cargo
Art 1(c)

Hague Visby: Deck Cargo
Rules not applicable to
deck cargo stated by
the contract (i.e. on the
face of the b/l) as being
carried on deck, and so
carried.

Thus:
– Carrier can contract out
of all liability
– Exceptions not
applicable
– Carrier, without
contracting out, is akin to
public carrier with
absolute warranty of
seaworthiness

Heavy lift cargo

Art IV exculpations – carrier has no
liability
Art IV cannot beat Art III First base obligation
Art IV can beat Art II Rule 2 Second base
obligation
– Properly & carefully to carry ….
– It’s all a question of cause

Art IV lists multiple causes for which the carrier has
NO liability
– Some need the carrier to have no actual fault or privity
Fire
‘any other cause’ IV(2)(q)

– One needs no lack of due diligence to discover
Latent defect

Art IV – Carrier not liable for losses
caused by …..
– Nautical fault
– Perils of the sea
– Act of God | War |public enemies |restraint
| riots | strikes
– Quarantine
– Act or omission of the shipper
– Saving life at sea
– Wastage or inherent vice
– Insuffficiency of packaging or marks
– &c …

Hague Visby Limitation:
Art IV Rule 5(a)
Unless the nature and value of such goods have
been declared by the shipper before shipment and
inserted in the bill of lading, neither the carrier
nor the ship shall in any event be or become
liable for any loss or damage to or in
connection with the goods in an amount
exceeding the equivalent of 666.67 units of
account (SDRs = $913 @1.37 or approx €820 )
per package or unit or 2 SDRs ($2,74) per kilo
of gross weight of the goods lost or damaged,
whichever is the higher.

Hague Visby Limitation defeated by intent
or recklessness - Art IV Rule 5(e)
Neither the carrier nor the ship shall be entitled to
the benefit of the limitation of liability provided for
in this paragraph if it is proved that the damage
resulted from an act or omission of the carrier
done with intent to cause damage, or
recklessly and with knowledge that damage
would probably result.

The voyage to Hamburg and Rotterdam:
Hague Visby Shortcomings
Applies only to
– Bill of lading shipments
– Outbound cargo
– Tackle-to-tackle period

On deck cargo generally excluded
Low limitation amounts
Neglect in navigation & management
Does not cater for multimodalism or EDI
Caters for cargo suit at port of shipment not port of
discharge (the receiver’s forum)

Birth of the Hamburg Rules
1964 UNCTAD Geneva Conference
“All countries should cooperate in devising
measures to help developing countries build up
maritime and other means of transport for their
economic development, to ensure the unhindered
use of international transport facilities, the
improvement of terms of freight and insurance for
the developing countries,and to promote tourism in
these countries to increase their earnings and
reduce their expenditure on invisible trade”

To Hamburg via diplomacy
New Delhi Conference 1969
UNCITRAL Working Group 1971
UNCITRAL Draft Convention 1975
UNCITRAL Plenary 1976
UN General Assembly 1976
Hamburg Conference, 1978
– Rolf Herber, Chair
– Signed 31 March 1978 - 67 ayes, 4 abstentions.

In force 1 November 1992 (1 yr after 20
ratifications/accessions)

Hamburg Rules –
Common Understanding
Annex II
It is the common understanding that the
liability of the carrier under this Convention is
based on the principle of presumed fault or
neglect. This means that, as a rule, the
burden of proof rests on the carrier, but
with respect to certain cases, the provisions
of the Convention modify this rule

Hamburg - no contracting out
Art 23
– Any contractual term is null and void to the
extent that it derogates, directly or indirectly
from the Convention.

Application of Hamburg Rules

Applies to any contract where the carrier
undertakes against payment of freight to carry
goods by sea from one port to another
– Includes deck cargo and live animals
– Includes waybills and NNRs
– Includes NVOCCs

Applies to contracts where either loadport or disport
are in a contracting state
– ie includes outbound cargoes

Not applicable to c/parties nor volume contracts

Hamburg Rules and Deck cargo
Art 9
– Deck cargo permitted if agreed with the shipper, in
accordance with usage in the particular trade or is
required by law
– Carrier must insert the fact on the face of the bill
– Carriage on deck contrary to agreement or trade or
law amounts to an act or omission per Art 8
ie carrier liable

Hamburg Rules:
Application to multimodalism
Basically, only applies to sea leg
– Art 1.6

But cf the period of responsibility
– Period during which the carrier is in charge of the goods at
the port of loading, during the carriage and at the port of
discharge

Thus, extends sea-leg over the ship’s rail, but not
outside of the services rendered by the ship
Includes both ‘carrier’ and ‘actual carrier’
– ig in groupage bladings

Basis of liability – Art 5

The carrier is liable for loss of or damage to the
goods, as well as delay in delivery, if the
occurrence which caused the loss etc took place
while the goods were in his charge as defined in
Art 4, unless the carrier proves that he, his
servants or agents took all measures that could
reasonably be required to avoid the occurrence
and its consequences.
Read with the Common Understanding
cf HVR due diligence to make ship seaworthy
before and at beginning of voyage

Limits of liability under Hamburg
Art 6
– Maximum 835 SDRs (US$1143 @ 1,37 – (1,23 to Euro)
per package
or 2.5 SDR’s (approx. $3,40) per kg
May include 2,5 x the freight for delay
Container deemed a package

Art 8
– Loses right to limit if loss etc resulted from an act or
omission of the carrier done with intent .. Or recklessly and
with knowledge that loss etc would probably result
– Servant or agent defeated by its own intent/recklessness

Hamburg - formalities
Art 19
– notices required to be given - within 90 days for cargo
loss, 60 days for delay

Art 20
– 2 year time bar

Art 21 – Jurisdiction
– port of loading or discharge
– any port in a contracting state where the vessel has been
arrested, subject to defendant petitioning to remove the
matter to load/discharge port or his own jurisdiction

Hamburg Rules - parties at Aug 2019
Albania
Austria
Barbados
Botswana
Burkina Faso
Burundi
Cameroon
Chile
Czech Republic
Dominican
Republic
Egypt
Gambia
Georgia
Guinea

Hungary
Jordan
Khazakstan
Kenya
Lebanon
Lesotho
Liberia
Malawi
Morocco
Nigeria
Paraguay
Romania
Sierra Leone
St Vincent & G
Senegal
Syria

Tanzania
Tunisia
Uganda
Zambia
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Hamburg by Anthony Diamond QC
“The new rules are not just an amendment of the
Hague Rules. They are a totally new cargo
convention expressed in novel and unclear language
unknown to the maritime law … The drawback to the
adoption of the Hamburg Rules is that the maritime
community would be throwing away the work of
clarification done by the courts over the years and
would be creating uncertainty and ambiguity in areas
where none existed before”

Hamburg –
by Bill Tetley
(the failure of the Rules) results from their having
tried to effect a marriage between common and
civilian drafting styles and concepts

Exit Hague and Hamburg, en route to
Rotterdam …..

The Rotterdam Rules
The CMI/UNCITRAL
Convention on Contracts for the International
Carriage of Goods Wholly or Partly by Sea

Rotterdam: Why a new regime?
Hague Visby from a different era
–
–
–
–

‘tackle to tackle’
B/L or similar document of title only
Exclusions too wide – esp nautical fault
unsuitable for
multi modalism
containers
EDI
non-negotiable shipping documents

Hamburg failed
USA on a limb – USA draft COGSA
Liability favours carrier (1st World?) unduly

Rotterdam Rules
Signed 23 Sept 2009
Supported by
– International Group P&I
– International Chamber of
Shipping (ICS)
– European Community
Shipowners’ Associations
(ECSA)
– BIMCO
– World Shipping Council (WSC)

Together accounting for 90% of
the global shipping industry
20 Ratifications required + 1 year
To date (Aug 2019) ratified by
–
–
–
–

Congo
Cameroon
Spain
Togo

24 State signatories:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Armenia
Cameroon
Congo
Denmark
France
Gabon
Ghana
Greece
Guinea
Mali
Netherlands
Niger
Nigeria
Norway
Poland
Senegal
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Togo
United States of America

Rotterdam Rules: Basic premises ….
Door-to-door regime
– from time of receipt to time of delivery by carrier

Provides for carrier to subcontract obligations
– other ‘performing parties’ covered
– covers mixed contracts of carrying/forwarding

Covers all goods
– including containerised deck cargo & usage

Covers all transport documents including
– transferable bill of lading
– electronic transport records

Imposes general carriage obligations for all carriers and specific
obligations for in-port maritime performing parties
Includes delay

Rotterdam: Application of the Rules
Contractual approach
– RR can apply to contracts of carriage:by sea
by sea and land/air/road/rail

Trade approach
– Tramps & liners

The documentary approach
– covered by a negotiable or non-negotiable document, or
no document at all
cf volume contracts
Combination of all three an elegant solution to a perplexing puzzle
– Sturley Fujita & vd Ziel

Rotterdam Rules: Who’s Who
Carrier [Art 1 with Identity of Carrier Art 37]
– Person that enters into a contract of carriage with a
shipper

Performing party
– Person other than the carrier who performs carrier’s
obligations ..
at the carrier’s request or
under the carrier’s supervision or control

Maritime performing party
– A pp acting for carrier from arrival of goods at loadport and
departure of goods from disport

Rotterdam Rules: Who’s Who cont
Cargo parties – Art 1

Shipper
– Enters into contract with carrier

Documentary shipper
– Person other than the shipper who accepts to be named as
‘shipper’ in the transport document

Holder
– Possessor of negotiable transport document
– Named as in order document
– Bearer of blank endorsed document

Consignee
– Person entitled to delivery of goods per document

Rotterdam Rules
Carrier’s obligations
Determines obligations of carrier
– All carriers properly and carefully
Receive, load, handle, stow, carry, keep, care for,
unload and deliver

– Sea carriers in addition
Before, at the beginning of, and during the voyage by
sea - exercise due diligence to
– Make and keep ship seaworthy
– Properly crew, equip and keep crewed etc
– Make and keep the holds etc and any containers for
and safe for reception, carriage and preservation

Rotterdam Rules:
Breach → liability

Breach any of these obligations, and liabilities can
arise …

Carrier’s Liability [Chap 5]
First layer – carrier’s onus
Carrier is liable for loss/damage/delay during
period of responsibility
– unless carrier proves no fault of its own, nor of its performing parties

Presumption of fault rebuttable if carrier proves
– Cause or one of causes is not carrier’s (or pparty’s) fault; or
– exculpation caused or contributed to cause
Similar exculpations to Art IV Rule 2 HVR
But –
does not include nautical fault
Adds FIOS exclusion
Adds reasonable measures
– to save/attempt to save life/property at sea
– to avoid/attempt to avoid damage to environment
– in dealing with dangerous goods
– of general average sacrifice

Carrier’s Liability [Chap 5]
Second layer – cargo’s onus
Exculpations defeated if claimant proves
– Carrier or pparty’s fault caused or even contributed to
cause of event
– Another unlisted cause, and carrier cannot prove that
cause was not its fault
– Loss etc was probably caused by
Unseaworthiness of ship
Improper crewing, equipping, supplying ship
Holds/containers not fit and safe for reception, carriage etc

and
The carrier cannot disprove causation, or that it exercised due
diligence to make vessel seaworthy etc

Rotterdam Rules: Liability of others –
Terminal operator/Port
Liable under RR only if MPP acts on behalf of or
with carrier
– Art 18 if acting “at carrier’s request or under carrier’s
supervision & control”
– May share liability with carrier if caused by joint fault

If act for shipper, as in FIOS load/discharge, no RR
liability
– But may then be liable to shipper/consignee under own
contract

Entitled to Himalaya protection [Art 4.1 & 19.1]

Rotterdam Rules don’t apply to …
Charterparties
Contracts for the use of a ship or space
– Slot charters?

Carriage contracts in non-liner (tramp) transportation
except
– Where there is no charterparty or other contract for use of a
ship or space
and
– A transport document or an electronic transport record is
issued [Art 6]

Rotterdam Rules: Volume Contracts
may be excluded
Contract of carriage providing for a specified
quantity of goods in a series of shipments during
an agreed period of time
Art 80
– as between the carrier and the shipper, a volume contract to
which this Convention applies may provide for greater or
lesser rights, obligations and liabilities than those imposed
by this Convention
Shipper must be given opportunity to stick to Convention; and
Contract must state prominently stated that it derogates from
Convention

Big players can opt out 

Rotterdam Rules also don’t affect
…
Other carriage conventions
–
–
–
–

By air [Montreal]
By road [CMR]
By rail [COTIF]
By inland waterways [Budapest]

to the extent that by their own provisions, they apply
to any part of a multimodal carriage contract
[Art 82]

Electronic transport records [Chap 3]
Recognises all electronic communications
– with consent of shipper and carrier

Allows negotiable transport document to be replaced
by negotiable electronic record
Recognises rules of procedure for dealing with EDI
– technologically neutral
– Procedures for issuance, transfer, integrity and evidence to
be agreed by parties
– Procedures to be referred to in contract and readily
ascertainable

Rotterdam Rules: Limitation of carrier’s
liability [Art 59-61]
Liability limited to the higher of
– 875 SDRs per pkg (approx $1198 @ 1,37); or
– 3 SDR’s per kg ($4,11)

Container = package or shipping unit
Limitation broken by claimant proving
– Loss resulted from breach of carrier’s obligation attributable
to a personal act or omission of the person claiming
limitation, done with intent to cause loss or recklessly and
with knowledge that loss would probably result

Global (tonnage limitation) unaffected [Art 83]
cf delay – special limits /….

Rotterdam Rules: Delay [Art 21]
Delay included with loss and damage
– If delivery at place of destination within the time
agreed
– Notice must be given within 21 consecutive days
of delivery [Art 23]
– Delay damages limited to 1,5 x freight paid

Rotterdam Rules: sundries
Art 79
– Agreements lessening the regime are void
to extent that they lessen the obligations of all - carrier,
pparty, shipper, controlling party, holder or documentary
shipper

Art 25 - Deck cargo included if
– Required by law (eg dangerous goods); or
– Carried in containers; or
– In accordance with usage in the trade

Art 81 – Live animals may be excluded
Art 62 – 2 year time bar

Rotterdam Rules: Main criticisms
Overly complicated
Non-liner trade exempted (except b/l shipments)
Volume contracts may opt out
Re non-sea legs, other conventions displace Rotterdam
– No uniform liability or recovery regime between
carriers/performing parties/maritime performing parties

Art 17.5(a)
– Liability onus passed back to shipper

Art 47.2
– Countenances delivery of cargo without original bill

All 3 Rules Regimes: Carrier’s best defence
(and cargo lawyer’s worst nightmare)?
Hague V – 1 year timebar
Hamburg & Rdam – 2 year timebar
Le tic-tac de l'horloge ……….

Rotterdam Rules: Where to find it all
Drafts, working papers, final text and commentaries at
www.uncitral.org/uncitral/en/uncitral_texts/transport_goods/2008rotterdam_rules.html

Alcantara et al critique paper
And especially
The Rotterdam Rules
Southampton Institute of Maritime Law, Informa, 2009
And
The Rotterdam Rules
Sturley, Fujita and van der Ziel,Sweet & Maxwell, 2010

